This EOS has a parameter ǫ o , which corresponds to the surface energy density. The structure equations then contain only this one parameter, and can be rendered into dimensionless form using
The solution with the maximum central pressure and mass and the minimum radius: q max = 2.026, y max = 0.0851, x min /y max = 2.825
Moreover, the scaling extends to the axially-symmetric case, yielding Maximum Mass, Minimum Period Theoretical limits from GR and causality 
Lattimer & Prakash (2005)
• cJ/GM Neutron Star Matter Pressure and the Radius The Radius -Pressure Correlation
Lattimer & Prakash (2001) J.M. Lattimer, 5th FRIB Workshop, 21 November 2008 -p.14/36
Nuclear Structure Considerations
Information about E sym can be extracted from nuclear binding energies and models for nuclei. For example, consider the schematic liquid droplet model (Myers & Swiatecki):
Optimizing to energies of nuclei yields a strong correlation between S v and S s , but not highly significant individual values. (1 + 
Lagrangian minimization of energy with respect to n (symmetric matter):
Liquid Droplet surface parameters: 
TOV Inversion
How would a simultaneous M − R determination constrain the EOS? Each M-R curve specifies a unique p − ρ relation.
• Generate physically reasonable M − R curves and the p − ρ relations that they specify.
• Generate physical p − ρ relations and compute M − R curves from them; select those M − R curves passing within the error box. TOV Inversion (cont.)
In this example, variations in the assumed subnuclear EOS are unrealistic. Realistic constraints on the EOS up to n s will reduce the width of the allowed pressure-density regions. • Quiescent X-ray binaries in globular clusters (reliable distances, low B H-atmosperes) • X-ray pulsars in systems of known distance
• CXOU J010043.1-721134 in the SMC:
